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A twenty-year wave in the diurnal anisotropycomponentof galacticcosmicrays arriving at
the earth from the asymptoticdirection 128øEof the •n has been found by Forbush.This
wave is interpreted in terms of enhancedmagneticreconnectionbetweenthe nearby galactic
field and the field lines in the polar regionsof the hellosphereduring one-half of the twentyyear solar magneticcycle.This interpretationleadsto the result that the componentparallel
to the solar rotation axis of the nearby galacticfield is directednorthward.

Information on the directionof the galactic
magneticfieldhasbeenobtainedfromthe polarizationof starlightinducedby interstellargrains,
Faraday rotation observations
of extra-galactic
radio sources,the polarizationof the galactic
radio emission,and more recently by Zeeman
splitting of the 21-cm hydrogenline. [See, for
example, Westerhout et al., 1962; Seymour,
1966; Mathewson,1968; Verschuur,1968;Ekers
et eg.,1969.] Earl and Lenchek [1968] discuss
the possibilityof observinganisotropichighenergy electronsto study the nearby galactic
field. A variety of modelsto explain the observations have been suggested.Seymour [1968]
reviewssomeof the more popular models.The
two basicmodelsconsistof magneticfield either
wound into a tight helix around the local spiral
arm or magneticfield orientedparallel to the
arms with oppositepolaritieson either side of
the galacticplane.
The observationssuggestthat in the vicinity
of the local system,the Gould Belt, the magnetic field above the galactic plane is oriented
towards galactic longitudel • 260ø, and that
in and below the galactic plane, the field is
oriented towards l _• 80ø. Figure I showsthe
galacticequatorin a coordinatesystemof right
ascensionand declination. The shaded region
x On leave at Goddard Space Flight Center,
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771.

marked 'below plane' and the region marked
'above plane' indicate the directions of the
galacticmagneticfield and the galactic longitudes involved.

The galactic magneticfield in the immediate
vicinity of the sun will be referred to as the
'nearby' field. The 'local' field will refer to the
larger scale magnetic field near the sun. If no
small-scalestructure is present in the local
galactic magneticfield, the two fields would be
the same.The local galacticmagneticfield then
depends upon whether the sun is above or
belowthe galacticplane.Allen [1963] placesthe
sun at a positionapproximately8 -- 12 parsec
north of the galatic plane. This would indicate that the local galactic field is probably
oriented towards l _• 260ø; however, the result is not definite. By studying radio spurs,
Mathewson [1968] placed the sun 10 parsecs
below the magneticplane of the galaxy. This
would indicatethe local galacticmagneticfield
would be near l _• 80 ø.

This paper presentsan interpretation of some
cosmic-ray observations that relates to the
'nearby' galacticfield direction.Forbush [1967]
found a twenty-year wave in the diurnal anisotropy componentof galacticcosmicrays arriving
at the earth from the asymptotic direction
128øE of the sun. This is twice the solar cycle
period of 10 years during the interval 19371965. Forbush notes that the amplitude of the
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Fig. 1. Graph of the galacticequat.
or with galacticlongitude and the direction of the local
magneticfield above and below the galacticplane indicated in heavy shading.The polesof the
sun, the heliospheric equator, and 30ø north heliographic latitude are indicated. The crosshatched area at the top of the figure indicates the region in which the nearby galactic magnetic
field is expectedto be oriented. This is not an equal area projection.

twenty-year wave is 60% of the amplitude of
the average diurnal anisotropy 90øE of the
sun. Thus the effect representsa large portion
of the observedcosmic-rayanisotropy.The wave
passesthrough zero in the middle of 1958 near
the time observedby Babcock [1959] for the
reversal of the sun's polar magneticfields.
To gain a better qualitative understanding
of the observationsof Forbush, one can think
of the effect in the following way. During onehalf (from sunspotmaximum to sunspotmaximum) of a solar magneticcycle,galacticcosmic
rays observed near the earth (at low heliographic latitude) show a net flow toward the
sun along the average direction of the interplanetary magnetic field. During the following
half of the solar magnetic cycle, the situation
is reversed; galactic cosmicrays in the vicinity
of the earth flow away from the sun along the
interplanetarymagneticfield.
The Forbush wave appears to change phase
dependingupon the senseof the sun's polar
magneticfields. This enablesone to eliminate
many possibilitiesin seekingan interpretation.
The direction of the sun's polar field itself is

not significantunlessit interacts with another

significant direction. The clockwiseor counterclockwisespiralingof the cosmicrays about the
field lines is not important becausetheir gyroradii are too small for such considerations to
account for the effect. The direction of earth's

field is a possiblecandidateto relate to the sense
of the sun'spolar field, sinceit varies between
16ø and 31ø from being either parallel or antiparallel to the direction of the sun'spolar magnetic fields, dependingupon the phase of the
solar magnetic cycle. The earth, however, is
situated in the equatorial regionsof the solar
wind. This is a region of variable (over 11
years) polarity fields, such as the sector structure [Wilcox, 1968], and thus the earth would
not be in a positionto sensethe direction of the
sun's polar fields directly. In addition, the
effects of the earth's field have been removed in

considering
the anisotropyof the galacticcosmic
rays. The effect is thus interplanetary rather
than geocentric.
The extended(by the solarwind) sun'spolar
magnetic fields can, however, interact with the
direction of the nearby galactic magnetic field
if the galactic field in the vicinity of the sun
has an appreciablecomponentalong the sun's
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gions of the heliopausewould be expectedto
have a more changeablefield polarity pattern
related to the interplanetary sector pattern.

polar (rotational) axis. Figure 1 shows the
direction of the polar axis of the sun. The
shadedareasindicatethe approximatedirection
of the galacticfield aboveor belowthe galactic
plane. The range in angle subtendedby the
galacticfield is from 30ø to 50ø from the polar

This fieldtopologyis shownin Figures2a and
b. The figureis not to scale,as the distanceto
the heliopauseis not very well known,and the

axis. Thus this criterion is met.

effectsof solar rotation are not shown.In Fig-

ure 2a the sun's polar field and the nearby
preted in terms of magneticreconnection
be- galacticfield are aligned.A minimum energy
tweenthe nearbygalacticfield and the extended configurationresultswhen the nearby galactic
sun'spolar field at the boundaryof the helio- field and the interplanetary or heliospheric
The effectobservedby Forbushmay be inter-

sphere.An analogymay existwith the reconnec- field are interconnected.A galactic cosmicray
would then have easier accessto the polar regionsof the heliosphere(the heliosphere
is the
region within the heliopause).Such a cosmic
ray approachingthe sun may have its radial
velocityreversedby the magneticmirror action
of the increasinginterplanetarymagneticfield.

tion betweengeomagnetic
field lines and the
interplanetarymagneticfield '[Dungey, 1961;
Fairfield and Ness, 1967; Schattenand Wilcox,
1967; Wilcox, 1968]. It appearsthat when the
geomagnetic
and interplanetarymagneticfields
are antiparallel,geomagnetic
activity tends to
increase,and that this increasemay be caused
by an enhancedreconnection
betweenthe two
fields (as suggested
by Dungey [1961]).
Let us apply this analogyto the caseat hand.
Somewhat fragmentary evidence from type I
ionized cometary tails suggeststhat the outward radial flow of the solar wind plasma may

be approximatelysphericallysymmetricabout
the sun. The boundary between the ordered
flow of the solar wind and the galacticmedium
has been designatedthe hellopause.This is the

regionin whichan approximateequalitywould
obtain between the pressureof the outward
flowing solar wind and the pressureof the
galactic medium, includingthe galactic magnetic field, cosmic-raygas, and cold gas. Each
polor region of the sun tends to have a unidirected large-scalemagnetic field [-Babcock,
1959], whereasthe equatorial regionshave a
smaller scalefield of changingpolarity related
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to the observed interplanetary sector pattern

medium

[Wilcox and Ness, 1965]. The large-scalepattern of the observedinterplanetary field observed near the earth has been shown [Ness

and Wilcox, 1966] to be related to the largescalepattern of the photosphericfield in equa-

torial regions.Thusthe large-scale
natureof the
solar magneticfield may be transmittedby the
magneticfield frozen in the solar wind plasma
to the hellopause.
When the large-scalepolarity
of the sun'spolar regionschanges,
near the maximum of eachsunspotcycle,the polarity of the
hellopausepolar regions should also change
after a lag of somemonths.The equatorialre-

Nearby galactic field

Fig. 2a. Schematicof the magneticfield topology when the sun's field in the northern polar
region is directed away from the sun. The sun's
polar field linesreconnectwith the interstellar magnetic field. Region P: Polar latitudes in which the
predominant field polarity is assumed to reverse
near each sunspot maximum. Regions P': same as
region P but with opposite polarity. Region E:
equatorial latitudes with variable field polarities
similar to the observed interplanetary sector patterns.
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be a net flow of galactic cosmicrays toward
the sun along the interplanetarymagneticfield.
This mechanismcan tell us somethingabout
the direction of the galactic field in the immediate vicinity of the sun. In a sense,the
sun's polar magnetic field is being used as a
probe of a componentof the nearby galactic
Region P
magneticfield. When the. two are aligned,cosmic rays have easieraccessto the polar regions
of the heliosphere,and near the earth a cosmicray flux is observedstreaming away from the
sun along the Archimedesspiral angle. When
the two are antiparallel, cosmicrays make their
Heliosphere
way into the heliospheremore readily at low/
latitude field lines, and an asymmetry is observed with cosmicrays traveling towards the
Heliosheath
sun along the Archimedesspiral angle. I)uring
Interstellar
medium
/
the interval from 1958 to 1969, the north polar
region of the sun had field lines directed toward the sun. During this interval Forbush has
found a net flow of cosmicrays at the orbit of
the earth moving toward the sun along the
Fig. 2b. Schematicof the magneticfield topol- Archimedes spiral direction. If the hypothesis
ogy when the sun'sfield in the northern polar rerelating this to reconnectinghellosphericand
gion is directed towards the sun, as during the
galacticfield lines is correct,this would indicate
interval 1958-1969.The sun's polar field lines do
that the nearby galacticfield would be oriented
not as readily connectwith the interstellar magnetic field.
predominantly in the cross-hatchedregion
shown in Figure 1. As a greater understanding
However,scattering,drift, diffusion,and effects of local cosmic-rayfluxes developsand these
due to the stochastic nature of field lines
are more closelyrelated to interplanetary phe[Jokipii and Parker, 1969; Parker, 1968] may nomena, this region of uncertainty may be reduced.
result in someof the galactic cosmicrays that
on

haveenteredfrom the polarregionsbeingtransAcknowledgments. We thank S. E. Forbush
ferred to equatoriallatitudes.A galacticcosmic for a discussionof his observationsof the twentyray couldthen travel away from the sun along year wave in cosmic-raydiurnal anisotropy.
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an interplanetaryfield line (movingin a direction about 135ø east of the sun at the orbit of

the earth).
Figure. 2b showsthe topologyof the heliospheric fields 11 years later, when the sun's
polar fields have.reversed.The nearby galactic
magnetic field now tends not to connectwith
the heliosphericfields, but tends to circumvent
the heliosphereby way of the heliopause.(The
basic argumentsapply if the heliosphereis not
closedas shown but open with a heliospheric
tail, by analogywith the caseof the.magnetosphere [Dessler, 1967].) A galactic cosmicray
now has a more difficult time making its way
into the polar regions of the heliosphereand
finds it somewhateasierto enter the heliosphere
at low heliographiclatitudes. Thus there may
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